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Abstract

Historically the culture of mammalian cells in the laboratory has been performed on planar 

substrates with media cocktails that are optimized to maintain phenotype. However, it is becoming 

increasingly clear that much of biology discerned from 2D studies does not translate well to the 

3D microenvironment. Over the last several decades, 2D and 3D microengineering approaches 

have been developed that better recapitulate the complex architecture and properties of in vivo 

tissue. Inspired by the infrastructure of the microelectronics industry, lithographic patterning 

approaches have taken center stage because of the ease in which cell-sized features can be 

engineered on surfaces and within a broad range of biocompatible materials. Patterning and 

templating techniques enable precise control over extracellular matrix properties including: 

composition, mechanics, geometry, cell-cell contact, and diffusion. In this review article we will 

explore how the field of engineered extracellular matrices has evolved with the development of 

new hydrogel chemistry and the maturation of micro- and nano- fabrication. Guided by the 

spatiotemporal regulation of cell state in developing tissues, we will review the maturation of 

micropatterning in 2D, pseudo-3D systems, and patterning within 3D hydrogels in the context of 

translating the information gained from 2D systems to synthetic engineered 3D tissues.

1. Introduction

Nature has developed intricate processes in which the form and function of tissues arise in 

multicellular organisms. Starting from a single cell, a complex array of biophysical and 

biochemical cues guide the segregation of our earliest progenitors into distinct germ layers 

that ultimately develop into the multitude of specialized cells of the adult organism. This 

process is regulated by many extrinsic and intrinsic factors and central to these processes is a 

complex orchestration between the composition of the surrounding extracellular matrix 

(ECM), its viscoelastic properties, spatiotemporal gradients of soluble factors, and 

interactions with neighboring cells. The interplay of these parameters influence cell state, 

function, and coordinated assembly to precisely control tissue formation. Understanding the 

context in which the ECM and its cellular constituents coordinate to establish complex 

architectures and build functioning tissue is of great importance in developmental biology, 
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but is also necessary in the design of materials for medicine. Here we will explore the 

progress and promise of engineered materials to control cellular outcomes in vitro, from new 

assays for cell biology to complex 3D materials that recapitulate the function of tissues 

(Figure 1).

The extracellular matrix (ECM) is the non-cellular component of tissues and is comprised of 

a combination of polysaccharides, growth factors, and proteins including collagen, 

fibronectin, laminin, and elastin. The ECM guides a host of cell and tissue level functions 

including regulation of cellular architecture [1], directing tissue-specific stem cell 

specification [2], [3], guiding cell migration [4], maintaining homeostasis [5], and 

influencing tissue development [6]–[9], including controlling branching morphogenesis [10], 

[11]. One major function of the ECM is to regulate cell shape and its connectivity to 

surrounding cells which in turn regulates the cellular epigenetic state, gene expression, and 

function [6], [12]. While all the cells arise from a single fertilized egg; major morphological 

and functional differences can be seen in different tissue types. For instance, neurons have 

small bodies with long axons to transfer electric signals over long distances, myocytes are 

long and tubular with contracting myofibrils with a shape that is optimized for generating 

force along the direction of the cell, and adipocytes are round with large vacuoles which is 

optimum for lipid storage [13]–[15] (Figure 2).

The shape of the cell is synergistic with its function and it is acknowledged that cell shape is 

due in part to ECM mechanics and composition [16]–[19]. For example, during pregnancy 

the fibronectin distribution in the ECM changes from a fibrillar pattern during estrus to a 

patched pattern before disappearing on day six of pregnancy which regulates the shape of 

the stromal fibroblasts to change from elongated cells at estrus to a round morphology on 

day six [1]. This ECM remodeling serves to support the decidual cell’s morphological 

differentiation and creates an environment which permits the invasion and establishment of 

the placenta [20]. Numerous other examples exist of how ECM influences cells and tissues 

ranging from microscale influence on cellular morphology[17], [21], [22] and proliferation 

[16], [23], [24], to macroscale guidance of the stem cell niche [2], [25], [26] and tissue 

formation [27][18], [19], [28]. This dynamic organization and reorganization of the 

extracellular matrix proteins during embryogenesis and morphogenesis leads to distinct and 

organized tissues structures composed of a variety of cell shapes performing distinct 

functions. From cues that shape the early embryo to dynamic morphogenesis in the adult 

organism, the partitioning of cells into functional structures necessarily requires differential 

organization that is coordinated by the properties of the matrix.

The sensitivity of the early embryo to its surrounding microenvironment during development 

has been appreciated for some time [29]–[32], however only recently have we begun to 

decipher the complex interactions in the microenvironment that guide cellular processes. At 

the beginning of embryogenesis, the blastula reorganizes from the symmetric blastula into 

an asymmetrical gastrula during gastrulation[33]. The ECM is essential in guiding the 

movement of cells from the primitive streak of the blastula to form the germ layers 

ectoderm, mesoderm, and endoderm. The migrating cells of a chick embryo attaches onto 

the laminin in the ECM, the first glycoprotein to appear, and is then guided to the ventral 

surface of the epiblast[34]. In zebrafish gastrulation, fibronectin and laminin fibrils align in 
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the direction of membrane protrusion formation to polarize mesoderm cells and guide 

migration which helps to shape the embryo [8]. When expression of fibronectin is knocked 

down, there is a disruption of cell convergence and extension proving that the ECM is 

essential to gastrulation.

Another aspect of embryogenesis guidance by the ECM is the compliance of the 

surrounding tissue. As an embryo develops, the stiffness of the embryo increases 

dramatically [35] and the stiffness of its environment can impact embryo development. 

When Rinaudo and colleagues cultured mouse embryos on 1kPa gels representing the 

uterine epithelium, they observed developmental differences between those cultured on stiff 

petri dishes [36]. This included increased frequency of development from zygote to the 2-

cell stage and from 2-cell to blastocyst stage, increased hatching frequency, and had larger 

placentae once transplanted back into recipient females. Regional stiffness differences of 

embryos also begin to appear early on in embryogenesis including stiffening of blastula 

wall[37] and stiffening of the marginal zone [38] and the notochord [39] during gastrulation. 

This asymmetric stiffening can be guided by differences in stiffness of the ECM [37] and by 

its orientation, namely the orientation of fibrillary fibronectin [40]. To further understand 

these in vivo observations, additional in vitro studies with embryonic stem cells (ESC) has 

shed light on the influence of the ECM. Softer substrates promotes self-renewal and 

pluripotency of ESCs and create more homogeneous cell populations [41], [42] in addition 

to increasing cell traction at the basal surface [43]. However, stiffer substrates promotes cell 

growth and differentiation [44], [45].

The ECM continues to play an important role in guiding cell and tissue geometry during 

processes like branching morphogenesis, during which the epithelial trees in the lung, 

kidney, mammary, and salivary glands are created [46] (Figure 3a). Branching involves 

repetitive epithelial cleft and bud formation [47], [48] and the ECM can provide both 

mechanical cues and also serve to stabilize newly formed branches. During initial salivary 

gland formation, focal adhesion kinase (FAK) acts as a mechanosensor and is required for 

the assembly of ECM fibrils within a growing cleft [49]. These clefts then lead to the 

assembly of fibronectin fibrils via Rho-associated kinase (ROCK)-induced actomyosin 

contraction [50]. Fibronectin is also critical for initiation of epithelial branching where 

fibrillary fibronectin accumulate in cleft forming regions and suppresses cadherin cell-cell 

adhesions [10]. Other ECM components like collagen play a stabilizing role and can be 

found in the stalks of the forming branches [51].

In addition to embryo development and initial tissue formation, important changes in tissue 

morphology occur during normal and pathological processes. One example is the epithelial-

to-mesenchymal transition (EMT) where cuboidal, polarized epithelial cells attached to the 

basement membrane undergo a physiological change to adopt an elongated mesenchymal 

cell morphology with increased migratory capacity and increased production of ECM 

components [52]–[54] (Figure 3b). EMT is an important process during gastrulation [55], 

tissue repair [56], and cancer progression [57], [58]. The ECM composition plays a role here 

too where it has been shown that type I collagen gels can induce EMT of thyroidepithelial 

cells [59], [60]. Other in vitro studies showed that laminin can suppress EMT of mammary 

epithelial cells, [61] whereas fibronectin enhances EMT of human bronchial epithelial cells 
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[62] and can direct migration of EMT induced mesothelial cells[63]. The same was seen for 

primary alveolar epithelial cells, where fibronectin promoted EMT whereas laminin and 

collagen promoted apoptosis instead of EMT [64].

The mechanical properties of the cell and tissue microenvironment can also play a role in 

morphogenesis where a stiffer environment can promote EMT of murine mammary gland 

cells and Madin–Darby canine kidney epithelial cells [65]. In the breast cancer 

microenvironment, the increase in and alignment of collagen fibrils increases the stiffness of 

the cancer microenvironment [66], [67]. This increase in stiffness then drives EMT of breast 

tumor cells, increasing tumor invasion potential and metastasis [68]. A recent study by 

Wang, Huang and colleagues showed that soft fibrin gels will promote the growth of a 

subpopulation of tumor initiating melanoma cells, suggesting that soft matrices may prove 

important for amplifying specific cell types [69]. From these studies it is clear that the 

interplay between mechanical properties and matrix composition will guide a range of 

cellular processes in a context dependent fashion.

As the influence of individual ECM components is becoming increasing clear, the synergy 

of these factors can sometimes produce fascinating results. When natural organs and tissues 

are decellularized to form scaffolds, the complex ECM proteins are left behind to guide 

spatiotemporal organization of multiple cell types. Gershlak et al. decellularized rat hearts of 

different developmental stages to study differences in ECM composition and stiffness 

between fetal, neonatal, and adult hearts[70]. It was found that stiffness increases ~2 fold 

between fetal and neonatal but not between neonatal and adult hearts. In addition, the 

composition of the ECM was significantly different. When these ECM components were 

cross-linked into polyacrylamide gels of differing stiffness, mesenchymal stem cells (MSC) 

responded differently depending on the ECM composition. From an increase in stiffness 

from 9kPa to 48kPa, MSCs showed a decrease in stress generated by gels while on adult 

ECM but increase in stress while on fetal ECM with a further influence on differentiation 

potential. In addition, cell traction force increases with substrate stiffness on fetal ECM but 

not neonatal or adult ECM. This work shows that both ECM composition and substrate 

stiffness influences tissue form and function through pathways that are regulated through 

multiple biophysical and biochemical cues. Establishing these structure-function 

relationships that govern the formation of tissue in vivo is challenging at best due to the 

dynamic environment and limitations associated with analyzing excised tissue [71]. 

Depending on the substrate stiffness, the effect of ECM composition may be different and 

unraveling the complexity of the natural ECM environment is a complex endeavor that will 

be best assessed using combinatorial strategies.

Over the past decade, the maturation of nano- and micro- engineering technologies for 

both ”soft” and “hard” materials have enabled researchers to precisely control cellular 

assemblies in vitro [72], [73]. These approaches can be used to mimic the in vivo 

microenvironment towards deconstructing the cues that orchestrate cellular assembly, while 

providing platforms that are amenable to modern microscopy techniques. More recently, 

dynamic hydrogel systems that can pattern material properties such as protein composition 

and stiffness in real time demonstrate the promise of synthetic materials that may 

recapitulate aspects of in vivo systems such as morphogenesis. In this review article we 
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explore the evolution of 2D cell culture systems to engineered 3D model tissues, with a 

particular focus on translating information gained in 2D to inform the design of 3D 

materials. We highlight the importance of integrating multiple biophysical and biochemical 

cues to guide cellular processes in the laboratory. This review is not intended to be 

comprehensive but rather demonstrate the trend in translating 2D assays to 3D biomaterials; 

for details on recent advances in methods and materials to direct cell fate, the readers are 

referred to the following recent reviews [74]–[76].

2. Recreating the form and function of cells and tissues on 2D materials

2.1 Micropatterning single cells to explore geometry-function relationships

Cell shape influences a variety of cellular functions including proliferation [16], [77], [78], 

migration[79], and the regulation of lineage specific gene expressions[21], [80]–[84], 

amongst other functions [85]. In order to decouple these relationships, the microelectronics 

industry has provided a wealth of tools to modify the surface of materials with spatial 

definition in order to precisely control the shape of single cells via the presentation of ECM 

components including proteins and peptides.

One common approach is the technique of soft-lithography (i.e. microcontact 

printingdeveloped by Whitesides and colleagues[86] to spatially pattern chemistry. This 

technique involves the use of a structured pattern mask formed via photolithography to cast 

an elastomer which can be used to transfer a specific chemistry to a surface (Figure 4). 

Microcontact printing has also been used to pattern chemistry on glass substrates via silane 

monomers [87] and proteins [88]. For more detail on soft lithography, we refer the reader to 

several reviews [89]–[91].

Other patterning techniques include localized SAM replacement which involves using a 

microfluidic device to remove regions of inert alkanethiol and replacing it with “active” 

alkanethiol [92], dip pen lithography which used an AFM tip to deposit molecules onto a 

surface [93], and various other related strategies (Table 1). To improve SAM stability, 

researchers have explored patterning under liquid medium or using inks with different 

properties such as low diffusion, reactive SAMs, or supramolecular interactions [94].

Using these techniques, surface positioning and composition of ECM proteins can be 

precisely tuned with micrometer scale resolution and single cells can be captured in patterns 

to study the influence of geometric cues on cellular processes [90], [91], [112]. After initial 

attachment of the cells onto the substrate, the cells then acquire their new cell shape in two 

stages. First, the most distal contacts of the cell define the apices of the cell shape. Second, 

the cell borders that link and minimizes the distance between the two apices. It overcomes 

the non-adhesive regions by forming stress fibers and accumulating focal adhesions. These 

stress fibers work against the membrane tension in the cell border [113]. It was shown that 

irrespective of the shape of the adhesive region, compressive stress is maximum at the cell 

center and vanishes at the cell boundary, vanishing more rapidly at regions of high curvature 

or at sharp corners. Sheer stress is essentially zero for isotropic shapes. For anisotropic 

shapes, sheer stress also build up at the center of the shape [114]. The actinmyosin 

contractility generated by the patterning of fibroblasts was shown to influence rotation of the 
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nucleus which can be controlled via apical actin fibers absent in circular geometries but 

present in elongated geometries [115]. In a striking example of how patterning can influence 

subcellular architecture, Bornens and colleagues demonstrated how the positioning of 

protein patterns under a cell can guide adhesion and cytoskeletal tension [113]. When the 

location of adhesive and non-adhesive regions are manipulated within the same given convex 

envelope, cells on different ECM patterns might have similar shape but different cytoskeletal 

networks (Figure 5a).

Controlling cell shape will guide the organization of the cytoskeleton and adhesion 

architecture, and thereby influence cell behavior [116]–[118]. In addition to microfilaments, 

cell shape was recently shown to guide the formation and localization of intermediate 

filaments [119]. When cells are patterned in defined geometries, vimentin intermediate 

filaments (VIF) are primarily perinuclear in contrast to the microfilaments which localize to 

the circumference of the cell. Microtubules (MT) tend to be evenly distributed throughout 

the cell with the exception to a shape approximating a teardrop where filaments localize to 

the blunt edge (Figure 5b). In these cases with asymmetric shapes, VIF and MT tend to 

avoid concentrated areas of MF which biases the cell motility pattern. Similarly, patterning 

cells in asymmetric shapes will influence cell polarity and exert control over protrusion 

([120]) and directional cell movement [121], [122]. When cultured in the presence of 

platelet-derive growth factor (PDGF), cells preferentially extend lamellipodia, filopodia, and 

microspikes from the corners of shapes and tractional forces were also concentrated in those 

regions [123]. Other cellular function such as contractile strength of vascular smooth muscle 

cells (VSMC) is also geometry dependent [124], [125]. Patterned VSMCs showed greater 

contractile range and decreased contractile strength when elongated as influenced by 

morphological changes in its nucleus.

In addition to subtle geometric cues, the degree in which a cell can spread will influence 

adhesion, cytoskeletal tension and intracellular signaling. Cells cultured on smaller area will 

have a higher rate of apoptosis, while spread cells show increased rate of DNA synthesis, 

resulting in decreased apoptosis [126]. With an increase in cell spreading, there is also an 

increase in nuclear volume and chromatin decondensation [77]. This is coupled with 

epigenetic changes including increase in histone H3 acetylation at lysine 9. An increase in 

actomyosin contractility, e.g. triangle versus circle, is also associated with an increase in 

polymerized actin and decrease in nuclear levels of histone deacetylase 3 resulting in 

decondensed chromatin and global histone acetylation [82]. Micropatterning has also been 

used to direct EMT signaling in single cells. Epithelial cells confined to small islands 

showed reduced metalloproteinase induced EMT but not TGFβ induced EMT [81]. When 

allowed to spread, epithelial cells also increased expression of myofibroblast markers in 

contrast to when cell spreading is restricted, epithelial-myofibroblast transition is prevented 

via MRTF-A signaling [127].

To understand how cell shape influences developmental processes, in vitro stem cell systems 

have proved a powerful tool in deciphering the role of geometric cues in guiding lineage 

outcomes[15], [128], [129]. Recently we demonstrated that restricting the spreading of 

single mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) will enhance and preserve the multipotent phenotype 

in culture through control of cytoskeletal tension and actomyosin contractility [130]. Chen 
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and colleagues showed that spread cells, which experience high actomyosin contractility, 

tend to adopt an osteogenesis outcome while rounded cells, which experience lower 

actomyosin contractility, prefer to undergo adipogenesis when exposed to soluble media 

supplements[15]. In addition to spreading, MSCs cultured in shapes of same area but 

increasing aspect ratio or pentagonal shapes with variable subcellular curvature at the 

perimeter, would differentially undergo adipogenesis or osteogenesis depending on the 

geometry that fostered the lowest or highest cytoskeletal tension respectively [128]. hMSCs 

cultured in micropatterns and exposed to TGFβ3 upregulate myogenic genes when spread 

and chondrogenic genes when shape is restricted [129] (Figure 6).

2.2 Deconstructing morphogenesis using 2D micropatterning

Single cell patterning gives us great insight into the relationship between cell shape, 

adhesive structures and cytoskeletal tension during cellular processes. Micropatterning can 

also be used for multicellular systems to explore cell-cell contact, force transmission, and 

signaling to adjacent cells and across large populations. Cells can be patterned in individual 

2-cell patterns or up to thousands of cells can be patterned into a tissue sheet. Patterning of 

cells in these larger geometries will help us define how cells interact with each other and 

behave in large tissue structures. Nelson et al. patterned endothelial cell doublets in a bowtie 

configuration, and showed how vascular endothelial-cadherin inhibits growth by decreasing 

cell spreading through changes in cell adhesion to the ECM. This cadherin induced 

proliferation signal can be inhibited by blocking actin-myosin generated tension [96], [131]. 

The two-cell bowtie configuration can be adjusted for higher cell-cell contact by the addition 

of triangles to the bowties shape; as the number of cell-cell contact increase, proliferations 

decreases [132].

Spatial patterns of cellular growth generate mechanical stresses that help to deform tissues 

into their specific forms. The forces experienced by the cells can be predicted by finite-

element models of multicellular mechanics which are then confirmed and measured directly 

by using a micromechanical force sensor array. Chen and colleagues used a combination of 

micropatterning large populations of cells and finite element analysis to show how a gradient 

of force is spatially organized from the perimeter of large patterns to the center [134] (Figure 

7a). Changing the shape of perimeter features in patterned epithelial sheets was shown to 

promote EMT of epithelial cells in regions of high tension [135]. This is due to several 

factors. Cells at the edge of patterened shapes experience reduced cell-cell adhesion in 

addition to the increased mechanical stress from the contractile tension generated by the 

cellular sheet [134]. These gradients of stress are then propagated by intercellular 

transmission of the actomyosin cytosketeton and can influence cell function and 

development. At regions of higher stress at the perimenter of the patterns, myocardin-related 

transcription factor (MRTF)-A localized to the nucleus which combined with the decreased 

cell-cell contact and increased tension promotes EMT of epithelial cells in that region. 

Human adipose derived stem cells grown in a ring showed increased proliferation in the 

outer edges where cells are large and spread and increased differentiation in the inner edges 

where cells were small and elongated [136]. Human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSC) from 

bone marrow were shown to respond to perimeter geometric cues during lineage 

specification and commitment when exposed to mixed differentiation promoting media 
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[137], [138]. hMSCs in regions of higher stress were shown to differentiate towards the 

osteoblast lineage while hMSCs preferred to undergo adipogenesis in regions that fostered a 

lower degree of stress (Figure 7b). Ding and colleagues further explored the role of cell-cell 

contact and density within multicellular sheets[139]. They seeded varying densities of MSCs 

on the same size adhesive islands to create populations of cells with differing amounts of 

cell-cell contact and cell size. When exposed to sole osteogenic or sole adipogenic media, 

adipogenesis increased with cell density but osteogenesis was unaffected. When exposed to 

both media, as density increased, adipogenesis increased and osteogenesis decreased.

Large scale patterning also allows us to study complex migration patterns which play a 

pivotal role in biological systems in regulating various processes such as gastrulation, 

morphogenesis, and tissue organization. The random motion of cells can be controlled and 

directed with asymmetric “ratchet” microgeometries which induces a controlled cell 

polarity. These ratchet shapes can be controlled to guide cells of different types into different 

directions which could be useful in cell sorting [79], [122]. Geometrical confinement of cells 

into circles induces a persistent, coordinated and synchronized rotation of cells that depends 

on cell density and size of the circles. The speed of such rotating large-scale movements 

slows down as the density increases. The rotating cells move as a solid body, with a uniform 

angular velocity [133] (Figure 7c). Warmflash et al showed that confinement of hESCs to a 

disk shaped geometry was sufficient recapitulate germ layer patterning with the addition of 

BMP4[140]. The disk shape is representative of the disk-shaped epithelium at gastrulation 

and when seeded with a density comparable to the cell number at the initial gastrula, the 

colony of hESCs self-organized and differentiated into the three germ layers. Studies like 

these allow us to separate out different biophysical cues and gain insight into their influences 

on tissue development.

Micropatterning through soft lithography has enabled a wide array of complex cellular 

processes to be explored. It allows for the precise control of individual cell shape to study 

the interplay between geometry, intracellular signaling and function. The techniques are 

reproducible and allow for the creation of complex geometries which different factors such 

as angle and curvature can be tuned and varied. However, limitations in the variation of 

viscoelasticity and matrix dynamics has led researchers to investigate other materials 

systems.

2.3 Micropatterned hydrogels: Integrating biophysical and biochemical cues in 2D

The majority of 2D patterning approaches employ rigid substrates that do not faithfully 

represent the deformable matrices observed in vivo. Hydrogels are an appealing scaffold 

material for cell and tissue studies due to high water content and tailored chemical and 

physical properties [141]–[143]. Using hydrogels to mimic in vivo microenvironments has 

proved useful in deconstructing the biochemical and biophysical cues that influence cellular 

morphology [144], [145], proliferation [146]–[149], migration [114], and differentiation 

[44], [150]–[153]. Recently, micropatterning techniques have been combined with hydrogel 

systems in order to study the interplay between matrix protein presentation, mechanics, and 

geometry [83], [105], [154]. Cells in vivo do not spread in the same way as cells cultured on 

2D matrices, but rather adopt distinct geometries that relate to the presentation of matrix 
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proteins and the deformability of surrounding matrix. Cells sense the stiffness of their 

environment and modify their shape, proliferation, and stiffness in response. In addition, as 

cells spread more they can increase their inherent cortical stiffness by upregulating 

cytoskeletal contractility. To explore the relationship between cell geometry and substrate 

stiffness, Tee et al cultured hMSCs on micropatterned polyacrylamide gels of varying 

stiffness and observed distinct behavior for cells on soft versus stiff substrates in the 

regulation of cell stiffness [155]. On soft substrates, cellular stiffness depends more strongly 

on matrix mechanics than spread area. In contrast, cells that were patterned on stiff 

substrates show a more pronounced role for geometry in directing cell stiffness.

MSCs have been shown to undergo differentiation in response to substrate stiffness [156]. 

Since cells cultured on planar substrates show a high degree of spatial and geometric 

heterogeneity, which complicates studies aimed at correlating ECM properties to outcome, 

we used micropatterning to normalize cell shape across substrates of variable stiffness. By 

patterning MSCs in shapes with subcellular geometric cues that modulate actomyosin 

contractility across hydrogels of varying stiffness, we were able to discern the relationship 

between cell shape, matrix stiffness and the osteogenesis program [83]. Subcellular features 

that increase focal adhesion and non-muscle myosin activity were shown to promote 

osteogenesis. In a separate study, MSCs were micropatterned on soft hydrogels to explore 

neurogenesis and adipogenesis [157]. MSCs that were allowed to spread developed features 

consistent with the neurogenesis lineage, while cells confined to small isotropic geometries 

tended to specify to the adipogenesis program (Figure 8). To further explore how MSCs 

respond to shape and stiffness, we “switched” the matrix underlying the patterned cells—

either from a stiff substrate with features that promote actomyosin contractility, or a soft 

substrate with features that promote neurogenesis—and measured the response of lineage 

specific markers [158]. Interestingly, MSCs showed a considerable amount of plasticity in 

the expression of early markers. Consistent with the differentiation studies, we recently 

demonstrated how geometric features on single cells and multicellular populations will also 

influence the expression of multipotency markers [159].

By combining micropatterning approaches with a viscoelastic polymeric system, the effect 

of both cell shape and matrix stiffness can be explored. These techniques combines the 

precise spatial control found in micropatterning along with the physical tunability of 

polymeric systems in order to precisely control microenvironment parameters. Nevertheless, 

these systems do not reflect the true dimensionality of in vivo systems, and there is a need 

for 3D models that can be engineered with high precision to understand how cell signaling 

differs from 2D to 3D.

3. Microengineering 3D biomaterials to study and direct cellular signaling 

and tissue organization

3.1. Beyond 2D: Nano- and Micro- templating pseudo-3D environments

While 2D biomaterial systems can give us insight into many cellular functions, the addition 

of a third dimension enables a closer mimic to the in vivo environment. When cells are 

cultured in 2D, the planar substrate induces an artificial polarity between the lower and 
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upper surfaces of the cells. Strategies aimed at a closer approximation of tissue 

dimensionality involve pseudo-three dimensional (3D) or 2.5D environments, which aims to 

reduce the artificial polarity of 2D culture while maintaining the ease of 2D culture.

One example of a pseudo-3D environment is the creation of microwells which are 

topographically structured surfaces that comprise a high density of micron sized cavities of a 

desirable geometry. They can be created via curing a gel solution, most commonly 

polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) or polyethylene glycol (PEG), onto a silicon master [160]. 

Microwell cultured hESC (human embryonic stem cell) demonstrated the formation of 

embryoid-bodies (EBs) with a defined size that maintained undifferentiated proliferation 

[161], [162] (Figure 9). hESCs cultured in microwells of different sizes show that 

cardiogenesis can be enhanced and endothelial cell differentiation decreased in larger EBs as 

mediated by noncanonical WNT signaling [163]. Larger concave microwells were shown to 

increase neuronal and cardiomyocyte differentiation [164] and were more likely to form 

contracting EBs [163]. EB-mediated differentiation of hESCs in microwell culture also show 

differences in gene expression related to development when compared to traditional 2D 

culture [165]. hESCs cultured in microwells show increased induction into mesoderm and 

endoderm lineages due to the influence of 3D culture on many signaling pathways including 

canonical Wnt and TGF-β signaling. The size of the embryoid body can also be controlled 

via controlling the size of the microwell which leads to differences in gene expression. It 

was seen that EBs cultured in 100µm wells expressed more ectoderm-associated genes 

whereas EBs cultured in 500µm microwells expressed more mesoderm related genes.

Differences in cell morphology and cytoskeletal structure are observed when human 

adipose-derived mesenchymal stem cells (hADSCs) were cultured in microwells of varying 

shapes and sizes [166]. hADSCs grown on flat surfaces were flat and fibroblastic with focal 

adhesions located at the outer edge of the cells and connected by strong stress fibers. 

Comparatively, when grown in microwells, hADCs had a more 3-dimensional shape and 

cytoskeletal orientation. These cytosklatal networks are further mediated by the shape of the 

microwell. Cells cultured in square microwells formed focal adhesions at the corners and 

connected by strong stress fibers, whereas cells cultured in round microwells had more 

homogenously distributed focal adhesions and connected by weaker stress fibers.

Another form of pseudo-3D culture is topographic patterning to create a cellular and 

subcellular textured surfaces consisting of micron and nano sized features including grooves, 

pits, and pillars [167]. This approach has been harnessed to explore and direct diverse 

cellular functions including neural guidance [168], [169], promotion of myotubes [170], 

stem cell differentiation [171]–[173], and epigenetic changes[174]–[176]. In addition, 

topographic patterning enables approximation on a materials surface the patterned features 

observed within the in vivo environment. For instance, the basement membrane of tissues 

consist of a combination of different topography including pits, pores, protrusions, striations, 

particulates, and fibers [177]. To mimic these features, topographic patterning is generally 

performed through photopatterning, printing, and micromachining. Topographical patterning 

of a few micrometer wide grooves was able to induce cell alignments along the groove 

direction [178]. Human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs) cultured on 350 nm gratings have 

an elongated morphology with an aligned actin cytoskeleton, while on unpatterned controls, 
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spreading cells showed a random but denser actin cytoskeleton network with altered 

cytoskeletal and focal adhesion protein expression [179]. Neurite growth can also be 

influenced by topographic cues and will follow along surface topographies [168], [169], 

[180] while a closely spaced array of non-adhesive PEG nanohydrogels will promote 

directional axon growth while limiting the attachment of astrocytes [169]. Micropatterned 

PDMS channels can promote neurite alignment in adult human neural stem cells; however, 

smaller channels force cells to deform their cytoskeleton which is unfavorable to 

neurogenesis [181].

In addition to grooves, pits and pillars can be fabricated in materials to reflect properties of 

native ECMs. 3T3 fibroblasts grown on micron sized pillars showed differences in 

morphology and migration [182]. Cells migrating on a surface with pillars are forced to 

encounter topographic stimuli which facilitate changes in behavior. Compared to flat 

surfaces, cells on pillar substrates have a more branched shape and have increased linear 

speed and decreased directional stability which is likely caused by localized stability of focal 

adhesions. The cells anchor to pillars via focal adhesions, followed by contraction and 

acceleration toward the pillar. A study by Kim et al looked at the differences between two 

topographic surfaces. Human epithelial cells were cultured in pillars versus pits [183] and it 

was observed that on pillar substrates cells migrated towards the sidewall, whereas on pit 

substrates cells tended to move towards the sidewalls and the bottom. These differences can 

be a result from the actin reorganization of the cell and the differences in focal adhesion 

formation at the convex and concave corners of pillar and pit substrates. For more 

information on topographical techniques to modulate cell signaling, we refer the readers to 

the following recent reviews [172], [184]–[186].

The creation of pseudo-3D systems are a novel way of combining the ease of 2D systems 

while overcoming its main limitation of a lack of the third dimension. However it is more 

restrictive in the complexity of shapes and does not completely eliminate the artificial 

polarity introduced by 2D systems. In addition, the generation of grooves and pits could 

serve to limit and organize the cell’s attachment sites which would not normally be restricted 

in vivo. While 2D and pseudo-3D biomaterials offer simple and reproducible techniques for 

isolating and studying fundamental components of the extracellular environment, these 

techniques contain the inevitable downside of over simplifying and not fully representing in 

vivo 3D architectures.

3.2 Patterning 3D biomaterials for cell and tissue engineering

One of the most common forms of 3D culture is to encapsulate cells within hydrogel 

scaffolds consisting of different ECM proteins or peptides [187]–[191]. This technique 

involves the mixing of cells and a liquid gel and allowing the solution to set into the desired 

shapes. Hydrogel beads have been shown to keep chondrocytes in a rounded morphology 

with maintenance of function [188]–[190]. Hydrogel beads incorporating small molecules 

can also influence encapsulated hMSCs to undergo osteogenesis and adipogenesis [192]. A 

peptide based hydrogelation strategy has also been developed where the application of sheer 

stress will result in a low viscosity gel but will maintain its rigidity allowing for the gel to be 

delivered via a syringe [193]. The geometry of the formed gel can also play a role in 
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directing cell function. Fibroblasts, human umbilical endothelial cells (HUVEC), and 

myoblasts when encapsulated in long, rectangular gelatin methacrylate gels will elongate 

and self-align to the gel environment [194]. Endothelial cells cultured in channels filled with 

collagen gel will organize into tubes with lumen which extend up to 1 cm and exhibited 

cell–cell junction formation characteristic of early stage capillary vessels (Figure 10a). The 

tube diameter can be controlled by varying collagen concentration or channel width and 

branching can be guided by channel geometry [195]. An exciting recent study demonstrated 

the potential of guiding morphogenesis in synthetic 3D matrices, where single mouse 

embryonic stem cells were encapsulated within soft 90Pa fibrin gels and showed that the 

single ESC proliferated to formed embryoid bodies which organized into the three germ 

layers [196].

Another technique that has shown utility for fabricating biomimetic 3D architectures is 

electrospinning, which involves the production of very thin continuous fibers that are 

capable of supporting cell attachment [198], [199]. These fibers are typically generated via 

the application of a high voltage to a polymer liquid solution sprayed from a very thin 

nozzle. These fibers can be created from a variety of different synthetic and natural polymers 

including poly(D,L-lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA) [199], poly(epsilon-caprolactone) (PCL)

[200], and collagen [201]. The fibers can have diameters as small as a few nanometers[200], 

can be very porous[202], and can be loaded with drugs for drug delivery [203]. Peptide-

amphiphile nanofibers consisting of a peptide and an alkyl tail modification have been 

designed to self-assemble into nanofibers in different pH conditions without the need for 

additional machinery [204]. These nanofiber systems mimic the natural ECM environment 

which consists of interwoven protein fibers ranging in size [205]. These nanofibers have 

been shown to influence many cell functions [206] including guidance of neuron 

differentiation[207] and the differentiation of MSCs [208]. While the nanofibers are better at 

mimicking the ECM environment, hydrogels are better at simulating the soft nature of 

tissues. Yang and colleagues developed an interesting strategy for a hydrogel based scaffold 

made of gelatin microribbons [197]. The scaffolds are fabricated by wet-spinning a gelatin 

solution into microfibers and then collapsing them into ribbon like structures via drying in 

acetone (Figure 10b). When human adipose derived stromal cells were encapsulated in these 

microribbon structures, they proliferated up to 30-fold within 3 weeks.

One limitation of 3D materials as compared to 2D patterning approaches is the lack of 

spatial control over chemistry. One possible solution to this limitation is 3D printing which 

offers the promise of designing and fabricating custom scaffolds and tissues for tissue 

engineering. Most 3D printing techniques involves initial design of a 3D computer model 

which is then converted into 2D slices to be printed by a computer slice by slice. For a more 

in depth review of 3D printing techniques we would like to refer the reader to the following 

reviews [209], [210]. A newly printed device can be used for biomedical applications as 

scaffolds[211]–[213], be used as a mold for creation of microfluidic devices [214], or cells 

can be directly printed for tissue engineering applications. Scaffolds have been fabricated by 

printing hard extracellular components of a tissue or organ which mimics the original 

composition and structure, and have been demonstrated for applications in bone tissue 

regeneration to increase osteogenesis and vaculogenesis[211]–[213], [215]. These scaffold 
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can be made to be biodegradable, allowing them to be replaced over time by growing 

bone[200] or cartilage[216].

3D printing of cells most often uses hydrogel encapsulation of cells to form a 3D 

structure[217]–[220]. Yoo and colleagues 3D printed multi-layered collagen hydrogels 

which contained layers of human skin fibroblasts and keratinocytes[218]. Each layer was 

first coated with a crosslinking agent. Then, the uncrossed collagen hydrogel was printed 

followed by the cells onto the coated surface creating a hydrogel layer. 3D printed materials 

have the potential to combine the fine control of 2D patterning systems with the in vivo 

mimicry of 3D materials to generate complex tissues with intricate microarchitecture. 

However, it is currently limited to a small range of materials and still cannot accomplish the 

micron scale tunability of 2D micropattern techniques. In addition, as the printed materials 

increase in size, concern regarding the vasculaturization of such materials must be 

addressed.

Culturing cells in 3D radically alters the interfacial interactions with the ECM compared to 

2D, where cells are flatten and may lose their differentiated phenotype [221]. Cells in 3D 

environments also inherently have more complex cell-cell and cell-matrix interactions along 

with more complex dynamics for transport. Studies comparing 2D and 3D culture has shown 

differences in other cellular function including cell adhesion [222], [223], migration [224], 

gene expression [225], [226], and differentiation [227], [228]. Cells cultured in 3D 

environments also show differences in cytoskeletal structure and cell attachment including: 

focal adhesions, cytoskeletal components and associated signaling [229]. When fibroblast 

cells are cultured in 3D matrices, they form three times more adhesion sites when compared 

to 2D culture, with enhanced migration and proliferation rates.

Recent evidence has demonstrated how the composition of the matrix and the presentation of 

ligand can influence the way in which cells in 3D process signals. The seminal work by 

Discher and colleagues demonstrated that matrix elasticity directs stem cell lineage[156]. 

Naive MSCs cultured on collagen coated gels of varying stiffness show different 

morphology with increased neuron-specific markers on softer gels, increased myogenic 

markers on stiffer gels, and increased osteogenic markers on gels approximating the stiffness 

of pre-calcified bone. However, Huck and colleagues cultured hMSCs on 

polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and polyacrylamide (PAAm) hydrogels of deferring stiffness 

and found that cell spreading and differentiation was not effected by stiffness but rather by a 

decrease in collagen crosslink concentration on gels of lower stiffness with lower anchoring 

density[230]. The importance of ligand on MSC differentiation was also shown in 2D 

culture via the use of SAMs of alkane thiolates, where changing the density and affinity of 

ligand was shown to influence lineage specification without changes in mechanical 

properties [231]. Recently, Engler and colleagues cultured human adipose derived stromal 

cells on polyacrylamide gels of similar stiffness but different porosity and found that varying 

substrate porosity did not significantly affect protein tethering or differentiation potential 

and that matrix stiffness remains a potent lineage directing cue [232]. From these and other 

studies, it is clear that there is an intimate relationship between matrix stiffness and ligand 

presentation, and controlling these cues in engineered extracellular matrices will be crucial 

for guiding cell behavior to recapitulate in vivo tissue form and function.
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3.3 Towards 4D control: spatiotemporal dynamics in 3D engineered extracellular matrices

Culturing cells in 3D materials more closely recapitulates the in vivo environment, when 

compared to conventional 2D systems; however, most of these materials only offer a static 

image of what is otherwise a dynamic and complex environment. Recent work on stem cells 

has shown the cell’s potential to self-organize in 3D culture [233], [234]. ESCs grown in 

suspension with retinal differentiation medium will self-organize and form patterns of optic-

cup morphogenesis without external cues or forces[235]. Other examples of self-organized 

morphogenesis of ESCs or induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSC) includes the formation of 

glucose-responsive pancreatic islets [236] generation of functional thyroid [237], and 

functional adenohypophysis [238]. This ability for ESCs to self-pattern would be an 

intriguing next step for matrix engineering which could enhance the natural patterning 

tendencies and guide more complex cell behavior by mimicking natural ECM changes 

during morphogenesis in vivo. Recent advances in synthetic biomaterials has involved the 

design of dynamic and evolving systems which change their inherent material properties 

over time; thus adopting a “fourth dimension”.

One example is a photodegradable hydrogel which consists of a PEG gel containing a 

nitrobenzyl ether-derived moiety [239] or a o-nitrobenzylether-based photodegradable 

monomer [240]. This gel system has been used to encapsulate fibrosarcoma cells in channels 

with precise release of the cells through illumination to study migratory effects. Burdick and 

colleagues developed a dynamic hydrogel which stiffens rapidly (from ~3kPa to 30kPa) in 

the presence of cells with the addition of light [241]. They then studied the effect of dynamic 

stiffening on differentiating MSCs. After the addition of media containing both adipogenic 

and osteogenic induction cues, the gel was stiffened at 1, 3, and 7 days. They found that 

adipogenic differentiation was favored the longer the stiffening event was postponed (Figure 

11). Another hydrogel system involves a liposome loaded gel which contains liposomes 

loaded with gold nanorods and diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid (DTPA) for softening the 

gel or CaCl2 for stiffening it [242]. The two differentially loaded liposomes releases their 

cargo at different irradiation times, thus allowing the gel to be both stiffened and softened. 

When fibroblasts were cultured on their system, it was seen that stiffening inhibits fibroblast 

spreading (Figure 11).

Dynamic 4D systems can also include changes in topography over time. Yang and 

colleagues developed a stimuli-responsive hydrogel which formed macropores in response to 

different stimuli including temperature, small chelating molecules, and enzymes[243]. The 

gel was fabricated with a combination of stimuli-responsive porogens of gelatin, alginate, 

and hyaluronic acid. In the presence of stimuli such as temperature, macropores form in the 

scaffold as the porogen were removed. When bovine articular chondrocytes (BAC) were 

seeded onto the scaffold, there was increased proliferation and ECM deposition upon 

application of stimuli along with cell release from the scaffold. This technique could be 

useful both for understanding the influence of a changing topography on cells and as a tool 

for cell delivery. The future of 4D systems will rely on advances on materials systems with 

controllable architecture, dynamic signaling and reversibility that emulate the complex 

signaling present in living tissue.
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4. Conclusions and future directions

Synthetic engineered extracellular matrices have proved useful in decoupling the 

environmental parameters that guide cellular processes and ultimately guide the form and 

function of tissue. From 2D plastic-ware to 3D dynamic hydrogels, model systems have 

come a long way in controlling the presentation of biochemical and biophysical cues to cells 

in culture towards elucidating the complex cellular orchestration underlying tissue 

morphogenesis. The choice of model system should reflect the questions being asked or 

assays being performed, as each has its own limitations.

2D patterning approaches allow precise variation in composition of the extracellular matrix, 

cell and tissue geometry, and substrate mechanical properties to discern the interplay 

between distinct factors. This level of control is difficult to achieve with the majority of 3D 

materials. While 2D cannot fully represent the in vivo environment, it still serves as a 

powerful tool for understanding fundamental relationships between cell function and 

microenvironment parameters. Pseudo-3D platforms are useful for replicating higher order 

dimensionality to study the transition from 2D to 3D, where true 3D materials are difficult if 

not impossible to yield coherent data on cell-cell and cell-ECM interactions. Pseudo-3D 

systems have proved a viable alternative, and show promise in mapping the differences 

between 2D and 3D towards translating the large number of 2D studies to 3D materials and 

in vivo systems. True synthetic 3D systems have matured considerably where the chemistry, 

mechanics and architecture are well controlled, and thereby allow remote interrogation of 

cellular interactions within material encapsulates.

Recently we have seen a new trend in engineered extracellular matrices where strategies to 

control both spatial and temporal aspects of the material are taking center stage. Integration 

of new chemistries, with temporal 3D topographic patterning, has the potential to make 

synthetic tissue architectures a reality. Nevertheless, we believe there will always be a role 

for 2D studies, where context is key, and asking the right questions with the right material is 

critical for defining the materials parameters that will orchestrate the complex interactions 

that regulate tissue in vivo and ex vivo. The future of engineered extracellular matrices 

involves creating more complex systems which could combine multiple factors that have 

been studied individually with current systems in order to understand how they interact and 

further enhance the influence of engineered materials on cell function. This includes 

combining patterning with cytokine gradients and rigidity and establishing complex multi-

cellular cultures.
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Figure 1. 
Approach to recapitulate structure in vitro using 2D microengineering.
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Figure 2. 
Representations of cells with different shapes found in tissue
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Figure 3. 
Depiction of (A) branching morphogenesis where soluble and insoluble signals coordinate 

the formation of hierarchical structures in developing tissue; (B) epithelial-to-mesenchymal 

transition.
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Figure 4. 
Soft lithography strategy for patterning cells. (i) A polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) stamp is 

inked with octadecanethiol, (ii) printed onto the gold surface, (iii) the intervening regions are 

passivated with a tri(ethylene glycol) diluent, (iv) matrix protein is physisorbed to 

hydrophobic regions, (v) cells are captured specifically to protein coated islands.
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Figure 5. 
(A) Adherent fibroblasts take on the adhesive geometry printed on the substrate. Reproduced 

with permission [113] 2006, Wiley periodicals, INC. (B) Microfilaments (MF), vimentin 

intermediate filaments (VIF) and microtubules (MT), differentially organize within a cell in 

response to geometry. Reproduced with permission[119] 2014, Elsevier.
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Figure 6. 
Cells respond to geometric cues to coordinate and regulate a variety of biological activities.
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Figure 7. 
(A) Finite element modeling of a contractile monolayer of cells (top) demonstrates variable 

regions of stress which correlates with proliferation (bottom; Bromodeoxyuridine staining). 

Adapted with permission[134] 2005, National Academy of Sciences. (B) Diffeent regions of 

stress in tissue islands are shown to coordinate osteogenesis (Blue; alkaline phosphatase) 

and adipogenesis (red; Oil Red O). Adapted with permission[137] 2008, Wiley Periodicals 

Inc. (C) Patterned cells show directed migration within micropatterned islands. Reproduced 

with permission[133]. 2013, Royal Society of Chemistry, Integrative Biology.
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Figure 8. 
Geometric cues patterned on soft hydrogels guide adipogenesis and neurogenesis in the 

absence of soluble differentiation promoting compounds. Reproduced with permission[157]. 

Copyright 2013, Biomaterials.
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Figure 9. 
Depiction of templating approaches to fabricate microwells, grooves, posts and pits. Right: 

Embryonic stem cells captured in microwells. Reproduced with permission[163]. Copyright 

2009 Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America.
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Figure 10. 
(A) Microgrooves containing collagen enable the formation of tubes with lumen. Adapted 

with permission [194]. 2010, Elsevier. (B) gelatin microribbons can be used to supplement 

structure to hydrogel matrices (left to right: 2.5%, 5%, 10% gelatin). Immunofluroescence 

images of cells adherent to the ribbons at after 6 d. Reproduced with permission.[197] 2013, 

Wiley-VCH.
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Figure 11. 
(A) Depiction of multistage crosslinking to fabricated stiffening hydrogels. (B) Mechanical 

characterization during stiffening. (C) Histological staining of mesenchymal stem cells 

cultured on the soft gel (left) and after stiffening (right). Reproduced with permission[241]. 

Copyright 2012, Nature Communications.
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Table 1

Summary of strategies for micropatterning hard and soft materials

Substrate Surface chemistry Adhesive ligand Cell Type Reference

Gold mixed alkane thiolates Peptides (RGD)
capillary endothelial
cells

[95]

adsorption/agarose* Protein (Fibronectin)
pulmonary artery
endothelial cells,
smooth muscle cells

[96]

gold-thiol Chemistry (1-octadecanethiol) [97]

gold-thiol Protein (collagen) [93]

Glass silane
Protein
(Collagen IV, fibronectin, laminin)

neuroblastoma [98]

adsorption/BSA* Protein (fibronectin)
adrenal capillary
endothelial

[99]

adsorption/PEG* Protein (collagen) Neuron, glia cells [100]

Glass/PDMS adsorption/pluronic* Protein (Collagen) Hepatocytes, fibroblast [88]

Graphene reduced graphene oxide Reduced graphene oxide Mesenchymal stem cell [101]

Hydrogel
(PA)

NHS acrylate Protein (fibronectin) fibroblast [102]

sulfo-SANPAH Protein (collagen)
Airway smooth muscle
cell

[103]

adsorption Protein (fibronectin)
Mammary gland epithelial
cell

[104]

hydrazine hydrate Protein (collagen) fibroblast [105]

physical crosslinking
Protein (Collagen I, fibronectin,
laminin)

fibroblast [106]

Hydrogel
(PEG)

polymer brush Protein (BSA) Hippocampal neurons [107]

gold-thiol/cysteamine Peptide (cRGD) fibroblast [108]

thiol-ene Peptide (RGD) fibroblast [109]

biotin-avidin
Peptide
(G11GRGDS,
G5CSRARKQAASIKVAVSADR)

Bovine aortic endothelial
cells, nerve cells

[110]

Polystyrene adsorption/Poly(NIPAAm)* Protein (fibronectin) Rat hepatocytes [111]

*
Additive to prevent non-specific protein adhesion
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